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Fire and livestock have the same effect on a tree
planting-both
of them kill shrubs and trees. The only
difference is that it takes grazing livestock longer to do
it.

Without that moisture, the trees decline and eventually
die out.
After destroying the shrub row, livestock will then
ruin the lower tree branches. The animals compact the
soil, exposing and killing the top feeder roots. The compacted soil will cause moisture to run off so that the
trees no longer can make use of subsoil moisture.
The absence of a shrub row and a small number of
lower tree branches will allow hot summer winds to
dry out the soil.

Fig 1. This is the growing season, but note the
nearly bare trees. The
soil is compacted , roots
exposed. Rain will run
off instead of soaking
down to the deeper
roots. Winter winds
have a straight shot at
the farm yard .

If you're inclined to take your shelterbelt/windbreak
(S/W) for granted, check the rural real estate ads. If a
good tree planting is included on an acreage, it is mentioned immediately. A good tree planting increases the
value of the farm. Don't purposely lower the value of
your farm by turning livestock into the S/W.

Fig 3. Shrubs juicy and
tender , are the first to go,
browsed and trampled to
stubs . Next to die are the
lower branches of the
trees . The trunks have
even been barked.

Fig 2. An aerial photo like this will draw bidders at a land au ction, and you can bet that if the farmer has an S/W like this
he'll advertise the fact. The easiest thing you can do to keep up
the value of your S/W is to keep the livestock out.

All classes of livestock will eventually ruin the effectiveness of the S/W. Even poultry can reduce the vigor
of trees.
The shrub row is the first to go. Once the shrub row
is ruined, hardly any wintertime snow is held inside the
S/W. Many tree plantings rely on winter snows to store
extra moisture that will be needed during the summer.

Fig 4 . Even stout fences are challenged regularly by cattle anxious to get into shade and new feed. Be hard
hearted for their comfort next winter; erect a tight fence
well outside the shrub row.

Fig 5. The tree planting on the right can still be
saved . First, string a good, strong fence. Then plant rows
of shrubs on both leeward and windward sides of the

trees . The planting on the left has been protected from
livestock; it is an excellent wind and snow barrier.

For protection against livestock, a good tight fence is
needed about 20 feet outside the tree planting. It will
require an annual inspection because drifted banks of
snow will push down and stretch a fence.
The trees in Fig 5 were planted at the same time. A
fence separates the two plantings. Livestock are kept
out of the fenced S/W on the left. All the tree and shrub
rows are complete and vigorous (note the density). The
planting on the right is open to livestock and has been
grazed. The shrub row has already been killed and the
trees have been weakened (note the amount of light
visible through the crowns).
A tree planting in fair condition will usually have
only a small amount of usable forage. The amount of
forage that livestock could consume is not worth ruining the trees. Livestock would be more comfortable in
the shade, but their real discomfort will come in the
winter when there are no trees or shrubs to protect
them from the winds and snows.

Fig 6. Cattle are at
work here. Note the
even browse line on
the
trees
and
sunlight on all except the inside rows
which a healthy
canopy would have
kept out.
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